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1.1: PERCENTAGE OF PCT SEARCH REPORTS WITH AT LEAST ONE X, Y OR E CITATION

[Graph showing the percentage of PCT search reports with at least one X, Y, or E citation over time, with data points for different countries and the total added as a line.]

[Graph showing the percentage of PCT search reports with at least one X, Y, or E citation with a breakdown for different countries and a total line.]
1.2: PERCENTAGE OF PCT SEARCH REPORTS WITH A CITATIONS ONLY
1.3: PERCENTAGE OF PCT SEARCH REPORTS WITH P OR E CITATIONS

[Graph showing the percentage of PCT search reports with P or E citations over time for different countries and the total.

Graph 1: Percentage of search reports with P or E citations.
- CN: China
- EP: Europe
- JP: Japan
- KR: Korea
- US: USA
- Total

Graph 2: Percentage of search reports with P or E citations.
- AT: Austria
- AU: Australia
- BR: Brazil
- CA: Canada
- CL: Chile
- Total]
1.3A: PERCENTAGE OF PCT SEARCH REPORTS WITH P CITATIONS
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1.3B: PERCENTAGE OF PCT SEARCH REPORTS WITH E CITATIONS
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1.4: PERCENTAGE OF CITATIONS IN THE CATEGORY OF P OR E
1.5: PERCENTAGE OF CITATIONS IN THE CATEGORY OF P AND X

![Graph showing percentage of PX citations over time for different countries and the total.](image-url)
1.6: PERCENTAGE OF PCT SEARCH REPORTS WITH Y CITATIONS AND WITHOUT X CITATIONS
1.8: PERCENTAGE OF PCT SEARCH REPORTS WITH O/T/L CITATIONS

![Graph showing the percentage of search reports with O/T/L citations from 2012 to 2021, broken down by year and quarter, for various countries including CN, EP, JP, KR, US, and the total.](image-url)
1.9: P/E CITATION BREAKDOWN FOR PCT SEARCH REPORTS
1.10: PERCENTAGE OF PCT SEARCH REPORTS WITH AT LEAST ONE X OR Y CITATION BY TOP APPLICANT’S ORIGIN

Percentage of search reports with at least one XY citation (2021)
2.1: AVERAGE NUMBER OF CITATIONS PER SEARCH REPORT
2.2: AVERAGE NUMBER OF NPL CITATIONS PER SEARCH REPORT
2.3: AVERAGE NUMBER OF PATENT LITERATURE CITATIONS PER SEARCH REPORT

Average number of PL citations per search report
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2.4: AVERAGE NUMBER OF X/Y PATENT LITERATURE CITATIONS PER SEARCH REPORT
2.5: PERCENTAGE OF SEARCH REPORTS WITH AT LEAST ONE NPL CITATION

![Graph showing the percentage of search reports with at least one NPL citation over time for different regions.](image)
2.6: PERCENTAGE OF NPL CITATIONS IN THE CATEGORY OF X OR Y IN ALL CITATIONS
2.7: PERCENTAGE OF PCT SEARCH REPORTS WITH AT LEAST ONE X/Y NPL CITATION

Percentage of search reports with at least one X/Y NPL citation

Search date (year and quarter)

Percentage of search reports (%) vs. search date
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Percentage of search reports (%) vs. search date
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2.8: PERCENTAGE OF NPL CITATIONS IN ALL CITATIONS
2.9: DISTRIBUTION OF PATENT & NON PATENT LITERATURE CITATIONS

Distribution of patent and non patent literature citations: ISA = AT

Distribution of patent and non patent literature citations: ISA = AU
3.1: PERCENTAGE OF PATENT CITATIONS IN NON-OFFICIAL LANGUAGES
3.2: PERCENTAGE OF PATENT CITATIONS BY TOP PUBLICATION AUTHORITIES

![Percentage of patent citations by publication authority (2021)](image)
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3.3: PERCENTAGE OF PATENT CITATIONS BY PROCESSING AUTHORITIES

Percentage of patent citations by processing authority (2021)
3.4: PERCENTAGE OF PCT SEARCH REPORTS BY TOP APPLICANT'S ORIGIN

- **Percentage of search reports by applicants' origin: ISA = AT**
- **Percentage of search reports by applicants' origin: ISA = AU**
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Percentage of search reports by applicants' origin: ISA = JP

Percentage of search reports by applicants' origin: ISA = KR
Percentage of search reports by applicants’ origin: ISA = XV
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